MOBILITY SCORING
CowAlert now offers you the convenience and power
of the world’s first automated mobility scoring system.
CowAlert assesses the mobility of your cows on a
continuous basis and works out their daily mobility
score. The score uses an industry standard 4-point
scale so that you can easily fit the module into your
existing management approach. In addition to
generating a mobility score for each cow, the module
also shows how your scores are changing over time
and how your farm compares to the top 25% in the UK.
No additional equipment is required; simply activate
the module within your CowAlert system to start saving
time and money, while always having the latest
information instantly available.

AUTOMATED MOBILITY SCORING - THE FUTURE OF COW MONITORING
WORLD’S FIRST AUTOMATED
MOBILITY SCORE

BENCHMARK AGAINST TOP
25% OF HERD IN UK

SCORES CALCULATED ON
A FIXED 4-POINT SCALE

NO ADDITIONAL EQUIPMENT
REQUIRED

Saving you time whilst always
knowing the status of every cow
in the herd

Set targets and monitor improvements

Easily fits into your management
system

Providing convenience and saving you
money

OBJECTIVE AND
CONSISTENT SCORES

DETAILED LIST OF EACH COW
AND THEIR MOBILITY SCORE

DYNAMIC ASSESSMENT

COMBINE MOBILITY SCORING
WITH LAMENESS ALERTING

Ideal for demonstrating welfare
standards

Monitor herd level trends and
movements between scores

Add comments and export the file for
reporting or analysis

For a unique practical lameness
management and mobility status
recording tool

CowAlert calculates every cow’s mobility
score every day. The dashboard provides
you with your current herd mobility scores
whenever and wherever you need them,
so you are always up to date.
Clicking through on the graph provides you with a detailed list of every cow and their
mobility score. This can be easily exported in the common .csv format for further analysis or
reporting.
The dynamic assessment graph, shown below, allows you to explore the movement
between scores over a date range that you specify. Quickly see the number of cows whose
status has changed.

CowAlert also offers you the ability to benchmark your herd mobility scores against the top
25% of UK farms, so you can set targets and monitor progress.

To discover how CowAlert can help improve your herd’s mobility, contact our dedicated sales team now
on 0131 541 2010 or sales@icerobotics.com. For more information visit www.cowalert.com
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www.cowalert.com

